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I just loved this game so very much. the characters were charming. Each storyline took such a unique turn. The writing was
excellent: romantic and engaging. Really, this is one of my favourite gay visual novels I've played in a long time. I can't
recommend it highly enough.. Got this game while on sale durring Black Friday, so far I completed all of Damians endings. I
like the story but it could of went in much deeper in some areas such as involving side characters in the story more, most of the
side characters are only mentioned once or twice and never again, Same with the villians. Everything went by so fast, It took me
only 3 and a half hours for Damians endings all together. The ending were all well written, especially the good ending. Now the
art seems to vary some scenes the art is crisp clean while others are more loosely done and a huge change of quality. I agree with
other reviews about adding more character expressions. Overall its a good short visual novel but it has room improvements, I
enjoyed the game for the most part through.. Cute gay boyos owo. This game is the perfect BL game to binge- short and sweet,
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three endings per character. I loved the quality of the art and the writing. My favourite character is Rick. It's always the nerdy
ones that are freaks.damn he eats that booty like groceries. The game is really great and I highly enjoyed it! :D (Not only
because I'm a Fujoshi of cause. xD) The story was very interesting and rather original and there were quite nice and unexpected
plottwists. It had a certain realism, even though it's still a game and you can't get rid of game logic completely. At least the
decisions that were made were well explained. Amazing music/soundtrack! That's all I'm going to say.^^ The gameplay was told
to be around 10 hours and I needed a little more that 10 hours and I regret not a minute of it, so the price-performance ratio is in
perfect balance.^^ The first Bad End left me a little unsatisfied, because it was quite short, but after reflecting it a little, it was
fine. I would have loved it, if Monty would have been a little more Yandere, at least in the Bad Endings of his route or if there
would have been a secret Yandere Ending for him, that would have been awesome! But I'm still satisfied with his route, it's just
an idea of mine, because I kinda like Yandere characters. xD Though there are some flaws. First it lacks a gallery, however with
the screenshot function you can make one for yourself. Sometimes even though the music is really good there isn't any playing
in some 'minor' scenes. Another little idea of mine, which I would have liked to see in the game since it plays in 1910 the fact
that a homosexual relationship was still forbidden at that time, there could have been like a Bad End or so, when Alex and
whoever he is with in the route would have been found out. Though they always took great care to not be seen by anyone, so it's
fine the way it is. By the way, you get to be Uke AND Seme in the different routes in both aspects. ;) In the end I suggest this
game to the BL and VN lovers out there.. So far I've completed three of the endings of AHitD, and I've thoroughly enjoyed it.
Yes, it's short compared to most yaoi VNs I've played; no there aren't as many CGs as one would typically find in one. And yes,
there were more than a few typoes and inconsistencies in the language which probably shouldn't have escaped the proofreader.
Overall, though, it's been delightful, and I look forward to playing the remaining routes. The cast of characters are charming,
and their personalities have been nicely developed. The sex scenes are *fun* and *different* for each character, adding to the
story as much as providing some smut. Ertal Games has done something impressive, too, in offering the game in more than one
language, and since there aren't many BL VNs available for purchase in English, this is definitely a welcome change! The music,
though creative-commons sourced, was appropriately chosen and added nicely to the mood of what was going on in the story,
and while the overall theme of the game is quite dark, it never loses its sense of fun and the writers have kept in mind the age
and situation of their characters, as well as social conventions of the time. Unlike many BL VNs, it stays clear of a lot of the
typical tropes of the genre: fans who find aspects of other BL VNs problematic will likely view this one as a breath of fresh air
(in a genre that often over-utilises shock tactics including [the r-word Steam won't let me use in a review] and body horror):
there's a playful innocence to AHitD. Overall, I'd definitely recommend it to fans of BL VNs or those curious about these types
of games, and it's great to be able to support creators of works like this. I'm hoping to see more from Ertal: they've done a
wonderful job and deserve the support! I'd waited for this release for some time, and DLed it hours after it was announced: and
I'm glad I did.
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